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On the Frontlines
Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Possible Spoiler Alert for those
not completing wing 2 of Battle
of Dazar’alor
Alliance on the March!
The Blood Moon Rises over
Dazar’alor bringing with it
change for the Zandalari
peoples.
Alliance sweep through the
royal treasury, indiscriminately
slaughter Loa, and disrespect
centuries of culture and
religious zealotry; and if that
were not enough, Rastakhan
Dead?
Gonk, Pa’ku, Kimbul, Akunda!
Can you hear the cries of the
Loa as the alliance slays the
Conclave and their faithful
followers?
What will become of
Zandalar’s most beloved
daughter?
– Long Live Talanji –

Expose!
Cartel Wars
Felweed vs. Swiftsilver

B.O.L.O.
(Be on the Lookout!)
Alliance attacks Dazar’alor with
a dragon!

First rule of the Cartels is:
You do not talk about the
Cartels.
The second rule of the
Cartels is: You do not talk
about the Cartels.
Third rule of the Cartels:
If you talk about the
Cartels, you may find
yourself at the bottom of
the sea off the port of
Zandalar, or maybe even
Kul Tiras!
If you have a Cartel that
would like to be featured,
let the editor know…
if he is still alive, that is.
“Is it too late to learn
Druidism? Or maybe
there are no cartels…
“musings of an Editor

While it does not look
dangerous, looks are
deceiving! First hand reports
confirm the death of a gentle
Caravan Brutosaur in the
Grand Bazaar. How could you,
you Alliance mongrels?
If you have information on the
whereabouts of this dragon
laying siege to the pyramid
notify Horde Military
Intelligence immediately.
(Information forwarded by the
Horde’s Public Relations Team)

Travels of a Dark Iron#2
by Acialga Embercast
Finally found a place I can feel unconstrained by the “moral” opinions of the
Stormwind residents, The Slaughtered Lamb. It is a seedy little pub down an alley,
near a condemned well. I can sell my “pesticides” in there as easy fixes for nosey
neighbors or unruly children and not a question is asked. I can also share some of
the demonology knowledge I have gained with a few patrons there who are very
interested. Need more herbs, my stash is running dry, these people eat up my stores
faster than I have ever seen them deplete.
I wandered through the Valley of Heroes, through the large gate that lead out to the
woods. I was astounded at the scenery! Why had I not ventured out of the city
sooner?! The trees grew so high, blocking most of the sky, the breeze was cool, and
the grass was littered in flowers of every color. I was amazed. I was born in the
mountain, I rarely ventured away from the safety of indoors, for I could barely
handle an orc, and their dragons lay outside of our area.
I made it to Goldshire, some little brat called me dark iron monkey, and I almost
slapped the shit out of him, but his mother did it first. I found it hard to contain the
chuckle, but I did, and gave a quick smile to the mother as I wandered over to the
town’s herbalist to see if he had any of the Viper’s Tongue, I required for one of my
concoctions.
Well, that con of an herbalist will not be deceiving anyone anytime soon. Try to
sell me peacebloom, as if I cannot tell the petals are vastly different shape and color
than adder’s tongue and get away with it. Do humans really think us dwarves are
all drunken fools? Well, he now looks like a fool with what I slipped into his mead,
how I just love elixir of cursed tongues. It is not permanent but, it will definitely
make his life more “fun” the next couple months.
Not wanting to stay in Elwynn after that incident, I chartered a wagon to
Duskwood, we should reach it by morning, but for now I think I must sleep, as long
as the driver doesn’t hit any more potholes.
(more next edition)

Sports Column
Kick Fish League Update
League Play kicked off with
three teams consisting of
five players on each side.

Kish Fickers
Captain – Ashzasun
Aeriara
Celwyn
Kyronin
Benedyct

Match Play –
Win-Loss
Kish Fickers
1–0
Booty Bay Bruisers 0-0
Iron
0-1
TBD
TBD
Iron
Captain – Rhonnin
Fuffey
Sike
Belenos
Släytaniçk

Current Games
Iron – 1 game to 0 Booty
Bay Bruisers
Kish Fickers 1 game o 0
BBB
Booty Bay Bruisers
Manager – Senneca
Debrah
Ikarius
Sommer
Brahron

ISR on the field (4 of 5
members)

Kish Fickers, known for intense practice under Team Captain Ashzasun
Moonroot, leads the new league with a match play win over Iron.
Sportsmanship Highlights:
Senneca and Booty Bay Bruisers pride themselves on playing fair!
When unexpected furniture on the field poses problems, Team Captain
Rhonnin of Iron calls for a point to be replayed in the spirit of fair play!
And do not forget the golden rule:

A very special Thank You to both:
Seluni Wildleaf of The Ashen Vale– League Videographer
Pitokwah “Porm” Stormsong of Redwood Tribe – Backline Referee
Rumors abound that more teams seek the challenge of Kick Fish League –
Get in touch with League Commissioner Lohkawas Wildmane for more
information: lohkawaswildmane@gmail.com or send mail to Lohkawas

What Happening in Azeroth

Hearts for Darnassus Pictures

Contributor: Powìe Autumnbrew

Contributor: Sommer Starsong

Love is in the Air!
And with Love comes Charity!
The Hounds, proud members of the Alliance
hosted a well-attended Hearts for Darnassus
Date Auction just last Saturday and will
continue the festivities with a Charity Ball held
in Stormwind Keep and its lovely gardens
tomorrow night Feb 23rd. The generous folk of
the Alliance came together to help the families
displaced by the War of Thorns.
Word on the streets is that gifts and prizes will
be available at the Ball, so bring your date or
dates and enjoy more refreshments amidst
friends and allies!
And remember, no donation or gift is too small
when helping those in need.

Find Your Fortune

Dead Poet’s Corner

By: Farseer Mayalen Highmountain

Author: Ette Darrowmere

"Balefire Branch"
Oh, withered branch of woe
Upon the courtyard tree
In the crone's estate
Perched above the sea
May the Earth Mother bless
you with bountiful fortune!
(see new link above to find
this month’s horoscopes.
Entertainment purposes only)

Walking tomb of wicker boughs
Give your fruit to me
Deny me not else I cannot
Grant you your reprieve

Editor-in-Chief’s Corner
The Blood Moon Flies Over Dazar’alor!!!
The editor warns again and again about the corruption of the moons of Azeroth!
When will Alliance and Horde listen. When the atrocities are done, will there even
be an Azeroth?
Mu’sha forgive us… Lohkawas Wildmane

Leaked - Tales from the Royal Apothecary Society
*AS#██ The Cannibal Crown
"Specimen #██- The skull of an unidentified humanoid bovine with carved antler. Shows signs of
damage consistent with outside exposure, with regular pitting, scarring and weathering across
the object, bleaching on the upper surfaces and a missing lower mandible. The rear of the skull
features an approximately centered ovoid gap that seems to shift to fit the head of anyone
approaching it.”
The precise origins of AS#██ are of yet
unknown. It is suspected that it may have once
been a druidic item of immense power, or simply
the skull of an archdruid whose name was lost to
time. Regardless of its initial function- the item
has been corrupted by unknown elements.

Humanoids that stand in the presence of AS#██
for moderate amounts of time begin to experience an intense hunger that gradually becomes
cannibalistic in nature. Eventually the affected humanoid will be compelled to place AS#██ over
their own heads. Current evidence suggests AS#██ simply shifts in size to accommodate the
head of the afflicted.
Once AS#██ is on the victim's head, a startling metamorphosis will transpire. The afflicted's
body will thin and elongate, with their fingers gradually wearing down to skeletal claws. AS#██,
now possessing the victim, will cause them to attack and consume all nearby humanoids with
insatiable hunger.
When AS#██ was initially captured it was believed the possessed host, not AS#██ itself was
the aberrant specimen. Upon containing the host for transfer, it wailed in hunger and eventually
resorted to autocannibalism, destroying the hosts body. It was only later upon claiming another
victim did we discover the skull itself was the corrupting influence.
This artifact has been placed in the vault until its influence can be controlled by RAS special
agents.
*Anomalous Specimen – Specimen # was overwritten prior to information reaching the Times.
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